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Abstract We present a method for measuring the nuclear anapole in a string
of francium isotopes. The anapole is a parity non-conserving electromagnetic
moment that enables parity-forbidden transitions between ground state hy-
perfine levels of an atom. The experiment is run by the FrPNC collaboration
and relies on a beam of artificially-produced francium from the ISAC facility
at TRIUMF.
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1 Introduction

Parity non-conservation (PNC) is a unique signature of the weak interaction.
The weak interaction mixes states of opposite parity and produces two types of
PNC effects in atoms: nuclear spin independent (nsi ) and nuclear spin depen-
dent (nsd ) [1]. While our FrPNC collaboration is working on measurements
of both types of PNC effects, this contribution focuses on the second [2]. Nu-
clear spin dependent PNC occurs in three ways [3,4]: (i) an electron interacts
weakly with a single valence nucleon (nucleon axial-vector current and electron
vector currents AnVe), (ii) an electron experiences an electromagnetic interac-
tion with a nuclear chiral current created by parity-violating weak interactions
between nucleons (anapole moment) [4,5], and (iii) the combined action of the
hyperfine interaction and the spin-independent Z0 exchange interaction from
nucleon vector currents (VnAe) [6–8].

All recent and on-going experiments in atomic PNC rely on the large en-
hancement of the effect in heavy nuclei (large Z), first pointed out by the
Bouchiats [9–11]. The attractiveness of Fr, the heaviest alkali atom, for atomic
parity nonconservation (APNC) experiments has been discussed since the early
1990s in the context of searches for new physics beyond the Standard Model
(SM) [12–15]. The atomic theory and structure of Fr can be understood at a
level similar to that of Cs (Z = 55), where the most precise measurement to
date has been performed, yet the APNC measurable effect is 18 times larger
[16,17].

The weak interaction transition amplitudes are exceedingly small, and an
interference method is commonly used to measure them. A typical experiment
measures a quantity that has the form

|APC +APNC|2 = |APC|2 + 2Re(APCA
∗
PNC) + |APNC|2, (1)

whereAPC andAPNC represent the parity conserving and parity non-conserving
amplitudes. The second term on the right side corresponds to the interference
term and can be isolated because it changes sign under a parity transforma-
tion. All experiments rely on atomic calculations to extract weak interaction
parameters, so a high precision understanding of the electronic structure is
crucial for APNC-based tests of nuclear theory and the standard model.
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The current and recent APNC experiments follow two main strategies (see
the review by the Bouchiats [18]). The first one is optical activity in an atomic
vapor. The method has been applied to reach a precision of 2% in Bi[19],
1.2% in Pb [20,21], and 1.2% in Tl including the extraction also a limit for
the anapole moment [22]. These three atoms present difficulties to the atomic
theory and extraction of weak interaction parameters is less accurate than in
Cs.

The second strategy measures the excitation rate of a highly forbidden
transition. The electric dipole transition between the 6s and 7s levels in Cs
becomes allowed through the weak interaction. Interference between this tran-
sition and the one induced by the Stark effect due to the presence of an static
electric field generates a signal proportional to the weak charge. The best
atomic PNC measurement to date uses this method to reach a precision of
0.35% [23,24] on the nsi-APNC. They measured the signal among different
hyperfine levels and extracted the nsd-APNC contribution with an accuracy
of 14% giving the first definite measurement of an anapole moment [6].

Other methods have also been proposed and pursued. The following are
examples and do not intend to cover all the developments in the field: The
Bouchiat group in Paris worked on the highly forbidden 6s to 7s electric dipole
transition in a cesium cell, but detected the occurrence of the transition us-
ing stimulated emission rather than fluorescence [25]. The Budker group in
Berkeley has completed a first round of measurements in ytterbium [26–29],
has proposed APNC measurements with two-photon transitions [30], and is
pursuing dysprosium [31,32]. There is an on-going experiment in the Blinov
and Fortson group in Seattle using a single barium ion [33–35]. The Jungmann
group at KVI is pursuing an APNC measurement in a single radium ion [36].
Significant process has occurred in atomic calculations for all these atoms. The
DeMille group at Yale is working towards a direct anapole measurement with
molecules [37].

2 Principle of the anapole measurement in Fr

Experimentally we can only measure the sum of the three terms that con-
tribute to nsd-APNC. In heavy atoms, the anapole moment dominates the
other two processes. For example, in 209Fr the anapole part is a factor of 15
larger than the other two [5]. The other two mechanisms, which can be the-
oretically calculated from precise Standard Model predictions, can then be
subtracted from the measured quantity to isolate the anapole moment part.

There are two general ways to experimentally measure the nsd-PNC sig-
nal. The first one measures the total (optical) APNC signal for appropriate
combinations of hyperfine states better than 1%. The average gives the nsi-
APNC and the difference the nsd-APNC one. Both of the finished experiments
that bounded or measured an anapole moment in atomic physics used this
method [22,23].
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We propose to use a different method to directly measure the nuclear
anapole moment by driving an electromagnetically forbidden electric dipole
(E1) transition between the two ground hyperfine states with a field EE1. We
denote the two states involved as |s, Fi〉, the nsi-PNC coupling coefficients as
εnsi, and the nsd-PNC coupling coefficients as εnsd(Fi). The modified states in
the presence of the weak interaction are:

| ˜s, F1,mF1
〉 = |s, F1,mF1

〉+ iεnsi|p, F1,mF1
〉+ iεnsd(F1)|p, F1,mF1

〉
| ˜s, F2,mF2

〉 = |s, F2,mF2
〉+ iεnsi|p, F2,mF2

〉+ iεnsd(F2)|p, F2,mF2
〉, (2)

where the imaginary factor i is for the conservation of time reversal symmetry,
assuming that εnsi and εnsd are real. The coupled p state has the same J value
as the s state, which is J = 1/2. This leads to:

〈 ˜s, F2,mF2 |d| ˜s, F1,mF1〉 = i(εnsd(F1)− εnsd(F2))〈p, F2,mF2 |d|s, F1,mF1〉.
(3)

For 209Fr, εnsd(F ) = −5.9× 10−13κa[F (F + 1)− 22.5] [38].
The lifetime of the states does not limit the coherent interaction time, be-

cause for all practical purposes, the spontaneous decay from the upper to the
lower ground state of the hyperfine splitting can be neglected. Unfortunately,
the parity-violating transition amplitude (APNC) is much too small to observe
directly, so we need to amplify the signal by interfering it (see Eq. 1) with a
coherent and much stronger parity-conserving transition amplitude (APC) be-
tween the same two states. In our case we add an auxiliary microwave field
BM1 propagating parallel to an external DC magnetic field BDC that drives
the allowed M1 transition and induces Rabi oscillations between the two hy-
perfine states [39]. The directions (polarization) of the three fields: EE1, BM1

and BDC define the handedness and the relevant pseudoscalar of the experi-
ment iEE1 ×BM1 ·BDC .

If we start with N atoms in |1〉, the number of atoms ending up in |2〉 after
an interaction time tc is:

N2 = N sin2

(√
A2

PC +A2
PNC + 2APCAPNC cosφtc

2h̄

)
, (4)

where φ is the relative phase difference between these two transitions. By
tuning these two transitions in phase and π out of phase, we have a maximum
change in the interference term. This change of π in the relative phase relation
is effectively equivalent to the reversal of the handedness of the experimental
coordinate system. The signal comes from the difference in the number of
atoms N2 in |2〉 between these two measurements:

S = N sin

(
APCtc
h̄

)
sin

(
APNCtc

h̄

)
≈N sin

(
APCtc
h̄

)
APNCtc

h̄
. (5)

Figure 1 shows the principle of the measurement. We plot the evolution of
the population in the upper hyperfine state |2〉 as a function of time (Eq. 4), as
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Fig. 1 Probability of finding the atoms in the upper hyperfine state (|2〉) as a function of
time with (dotted and dashed lines for each apparatus handedness) and without (continuous
line) the presence of the nsd-APNC weak interaction. The strength of the APNC effect has
been exaggerated for figure clarity.

it undergoes Rabi oscillations. The continuous line represents the oscillation
in the absence of the weak interaction. For the purposes of illustration we
exaggerate many orders of magnitude the size of the weak interaction and
plot the evolution with both possible handednesses (dotted and dashed lines).
We extract the signal S (Eq. 5) from the difference between the dashed and
the dotted lines at a given time (in multiples or fractions of a period of the
Rabi oscillation). Ref. [40] describes in detail our successful test of this scheme
to recover a very small artificial coherent signal with Rb atoms in an optical
blue-detuned dipole trap. The continual application of both the APNC and
APC driving fields throughout the Rabi process poses extra constraints on the
performance of the trap and apparatus in general [38,41,42].

The measurement will proceed as follows: We trap and cool atoms on-line
at the ISAC facility at TRIUMF using our high efficiency magneto optical
trap (MOT) [43]. The cold francium sample is then transferred to a science
chamber with precision control of all electric, magnetic, and electromagnetic
fields, as well as superior vacuum.

The atoms in the science chamber will be held in a blue detuned dipole
trap [41], which is at the electric field antinode of a microwave Fabry-Perot
cavity tuned to the hyperfine splitting [38]. Simultaneously, we will apply a
parity-conserving magnetically driven M1 interaction to interfere with the
parity-violating E1 transition driven by the cavity microwave electric field.
The time to measure the difference between the two populations is determined
by APCtc/h̄ = (n/2 + 1/4)π. This makes the measurement most sensitive
(linear section of the oscillation) to the change due to the interference with
the nsd-PNC signal. The specific choice of n Rabi oscillations depends on
the coherence time of the sample tc, but we have reached more than 100
ms in tests with Rb [40]. To illustrate the expected numbers, we consider
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Fig. 2 Production yield of Fr isotopes at the ISAC facility in TRIUMF with a UC target
in December 2010.

the case of 209Fr: if we have a field of 476 V/cm to drive the E1 transition
and a coherent interaction time of 100 ms, then |APNC/h̄| = 0.01 rad/s and
APC/h̄ = (2n+ 1)× 7.85 rad/s [38].

The signal to noise ratio (S/N) in the projection noise limited measure-
ment [44] is:

S

N
= 2

APNCtc
h̄

√
N, (6)

where the success of the experiment relies on the number of atoms, long co-
herence time and high intensity of the microwave field.

For an optical dipole trap population of N =106 Fr atoms, the expected
signal-to-noise ratio is S/N = 2 per measurement. After each measurement,
the Fr are optically pumped back into the start hyperfine state 〈1|, and the
measurement processed is repeated. The expected measurement cycle is ex-
pected to have a period on the order of 1 s. The francium sample will be
depleted by the imperfect vacuum of the science chamber and so will need of
replenished from the capture MOT every 20 s or so.

3 Current Status of the Experiment at TRIUMF

Reference [13] summarizes our work at the Stony Brook linear accelerator
(LINAC) where we first produced and laser-trapped francium. This first set
of Fr experiments was used to study many of the relevant atomic and nuclear
properties necessary for future APNC measurements. Since the closing of the
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Fig. 3 (Color on-line) Schematic of the capture chamber for Fr isotopes at the ISAC facility
in TRIUMF.

Stony Brook LINAC we have continued the construction and development of
the apparatus at the University of Maryland. We moved the apparatus to the
ISAC hall at TRIUMF in Vancouver in the fall of 2011, where we now have
the system ready for commissioning runs during the fall of 2012.

The ISAC facility at TRIUMF, using 2 µA of 500 MeV on an actinide
target of UCx (30g/cm2), has been able to produce the yields shown in Fig. 2
in Dec. 2010. We expect similar performance in the near future and we are
particularly encouraged by the yields around 211, near the closed neutron
shell. The yield is two orders of magnitude larger than ever achieved at Stony
Brook with a fusion evaporation reaction of O on Au at around 100 MeV [45].

3.1 The capture chamber

Figure 3 shows a schematic of the capture chamber and trap currently at
TRIUMF. The setup is based on the one at Stony Brook [43] that relies on
capturing the activity in a Y neutralizer for a period of time and then releasing
the activity into a closed glass cell for the trapping. The chamber is made
mostly of stainless steel commercial parts with minimal modifications to ensure
smooth rotation of the moving neutralizer parts. The Fr beam first encounters
a collimating aperture (8.5 mm diameter) that can be used for tuning the ion
beam.The aperture is not shown in the drawing. All the parts related to the Y
neutralizer are mounted on a 4.5-inch conflat flange. This arrangement ensures
reliable alignment and facilitates the electrical connections that must be made
and tested before the system is closed. Fig 3 shows the direction of the ion
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beam entrance towards the Y holder in the catching position (dashed). It has
a movable neutralizer holder that rotates off-axis. The continuous line shows
the neutralizer in its delivery position when a current runs through the thin
foil raising its temperature to about 1000 K. The chamber has viewing ports
that allow observation of the neutralizer holder to measure the temperature
and ensure its proper rotation. There is a nipple with Rb dispensers, not
shown in the schematic, for tests with stable atoms. Two pumps maintain the
vacuum in the chamber. A conical Faraday cup sits in-line with the Fr+ beam
in an appendix on the vacuum port behind the neutralizer holder to monitor
the current. An off-axis silicon detector next to the Faraday cup can measure
alpha activity of the decaying Fr nuclei.

The figure also shows the MOT glass cell mounted on top of the neutral-
izer chamber surrounded by the optics that deliver the laser beams on each
side of the glass cell cube. Three identical sets of optics expand optical-fiber
delivered beams into 5 cm diameter beams. The beams are collimated and
circularly polarized. A further three sets of optics retro-reflect the laser light
while keeping the helicity of the light the same as the incident beam.

Two CCD cameras and a photomultiplier tube with a 1:1 imaging system
image the trap. This imaging system is attached to a photomultiplier tube
capable of photon counting for spectroscopy of trapped Fr atoms. The cooling,
trapping, and spectroscopy probe lasers reside on a separate optical table in
the laboratory and are all locked and controlled using a single scanning Fabry-
Perot cavity [46]. The titanium-sapphire and diode lasers cover the necessary
wavelengths for Rb (780 nm, 795 nm) and Fr (718 nm and 817 nm) trapping.
The polarization elements at the trap are optimized for 718 nm. Water cooled
coils provide a magnetic field gradient of 7 G/cm (strong axis) for operation
of the MOT, but are capable of up to 20 G/cm. Not shown in Fig. 3 are six
extra coils that can be used to compensate environmental magnetic fields.

3.2 The science chamber

The science chamber has been thoroughly tested at the University of Mary-
land before the move to TRIUMF. It is a large vacuum vessel with differential
pumping and numerous windows and access ports. The development of the
optical dipole trap and its characterization with Rb has shown that we can
reach the sensitivity for the anapole measurement [40–42]. We are pursuing
quasi-optic approaches for the microwave cavity and reached Q factors at the
necessary frequencies of 46 GHz in excess of 3×104. There remain many other
experimental issues to control, but we can see a clear path for future exper-
iments that measure the weak interaction through PNC in atoms. Refs. [38,
41] present careful analysis of possible systematic effects in the anapole mea-
surement and how to prevent and diagnose them.

After the initial commissioning run and preliminary spectroscopic mea-
surements, we will connect the science chamber to the capture chamber for
the studies of weak interaction physics in neutral Fr.
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